**Forever There’s A Forest!**

**Crossword Puzzle**

ACROSS

4. This is where fibers are layered to make rolls of paper.

7. This is the process of gathering crops.

8. This PPE item protects a person’s head.

9. This waxy art supply contains wood products.

10. Trees purify the air by taking in this molecule.

DOWN

1. This career in forestry helps to prevent forest fires.

2. The forest industry is a ________. What is harvested is replanted.

3. This machine places cut logs on a truck.

5. This holds the seeds for future pine trees.

6. This sticky substance is collected to make turpentine.

**Word Bank:**
Carbon Dioxide, Crayon, Cycle, Firefighter, Hardhat, Harvest, Loader, Paper Mill, Pine Cone, Sap